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ACROSS
Cut into fish that's poorly dressed (8)1
Competitor backing temperature probe (6)5
Selection of clarets in all Greek wine (7)9
One using arms seconds one raising objection 
(7)

10

Leading showed off in secret, by all accounts 
(10)

11

Large chunk of matter is light (4)12
Quickly leave a force unsettled by termination 
of sheriff (4,3)

13

Bony growth is extracted from infected 
entrails (6)

15

Beat youngster not grasping botany (3)17
Keep quiet about head of Contra after present 
uprising (6)

19

Doctor looking for writer of a preliminary 
document (7)

20

Spot strands of connective tissue undergoing 
retraction (4)

22

Cooked meatball, one not round, is pitiful (10)23
Red car left garaged in lodge (7)26
Usual ingredient primarily found in rich, 
frozen dessert (7)

27

Lovely minor claiming right (6)28
Layer not restyled in a decorative manner (8)29

DOWN
Woods yells, warning of danger before shot 
(8)

1

Capable of handling pressure in the mind (2,3)2
Hawaiian dish, so readily served with brains, 
is not safe to eat (9)

3

Collection of galleries moved into flexible 
centre that's technologically advanced (5-2-3-
3)

4

Crucifix is opening up (4)6
Liquid assets collected at church, men 
declared in court (9)

7

Right, a circuit is ready (6)8
Varied description of dapple parents, perhaps? 
(4-3-6)

10

Legal proceedings and law raised in series of 
lectures (5,4)

14

Restaurant dish served up, one smothered in 
cooked taro (9)

16

Trendy lad mostly worked enthusiastically (8)18
Goes through items recorded in Clause 11? 
(4,2)

21

Support character after a career (5)24
Strip of wood or trimmed stone (4)25


